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Abst rac t - - I t  is known that fluid flows in a homogeneous porous medium with time-dependent 
free boundary have the property that integrals over the fluid domain of harmonic functions vary 
linearly in time [1]. This property relates these flows to the classical inverse problem of Newtouian 
potentials [2]. It is possible to apply this relation to construction of finite or infinite sets of distinct 
domains homeornorphie to a hall in R d and having the same potential outside. Considering flows 
in a non-homogeneous medium, one obtains examples of non-uniqueness of solutions of the inverse 
potential problem for arbitrary charge density and space dielectric permeability. 
1. INVERSE PROBLEMS OF NEWTON POTENTIAL 
AND INVERSE MOMENT PROBLEM 
We call a domain, D ball-like, if it is bounded, coincides with the interior of its closure, and its 
closure is homeomorphic to a closed ball. 
In its simplest form, the inverse problem of Newtonian potential is stated as follows: 
Find a ball-like domain D C R d by its Newtonian potential 
1 ln lF_p]dF,  d- -2,  
ID(p ' )  = 1 
~nn ]F_ pTd_2 dF, d>2,  
(1) 
(Vn being the volume of (d -  1)-dimensional unit sphere in R d) given for sufficiently large [p]. 
P.S. Novikov [2] noticed that this problem is equivalent to the following inverse moment prob- 
lem: 
Find a ball-like domain D C R d by values of its moments--integrals over D of all possible 
harmonic functions in R d. 
Indeed, the coemcients of the expansion of IID(p") into a power series at ~= oo are integrals 
of form fD P(r-') dF, where P(r') is a polynomial satisfying Laplace's equation. Moreover, the 
polynomials obtained in this way form a basis in the space of harmonic functions in bounded 
domains with smooth boundaries. Therefore, to know the potential IID(p'~ for large [P7 means 
the same as to know the moments fD u dF, for all possible harmonic functions u in R d. 
2. UNIQUENESS RESULTS 
Several ball-like domains can have the same potential in a neighborhood of infinity (see 
Section 4). Thus, the inverse problems of Section 1 don't always have a unique solution. Never- 
theless, some uniqueness results hold. The first was obtained by P.S. Novikov in 1938. 
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We call a domain D starlike with respect o a point P E D, if, for any Q E D, the chord PQ 
is contained in D. 
THEOREM 1. (P.S. NOVIKOV [2]). Let two domains D1 and D2 be starlike with respect o a 
point P E D1 flD2 and have the same homogeneous Newtonian potential outside. Then D1 = D2. 
COROLLARY. Any two convex domains having the same potentials (moments) coincide. 
The following elementary theorem shows that the set of domains having a fixed potential (set 
of moments), is discrete, i.e., cannot contain a piece of a smooth curve. 
THEOREM 2. Let D(s), s E (Sl, S2) be a smooth non-constant family of balMike domains with a 
smooth boundary. Then, for any s there exists a harmonic function u(r-') depending on s, such 
that # o 
PROOF. Let vs : aD(s) --* li be the velocity of boundary deformation i  the normal direction to 
the boundary. Then, ~( fo0)ud~ = faD(,)u, v, da, for any continuous function u in tt d. Let 
us take a harmonic function u, such that lu - v, I < e on aD(s). If v, ~ 0, then for a sufficiently 
d small e, foP(,) u v, da > 0, which implies ~(fD(,) u dr-*) ~ const. II 
COROLLARY. Assume that for a ball-like domain D with a smooth boundary, fD ud~= Vu(~o) 
for each harmonic function u in R a. Then D is a ball of volume V with center at Fo. [3] 
Indeed, it is enough to apply Theorem 2 to the family D~ of domains obtained by rotation of 
D around any (d -  2)-dimensional hyperplane in lid containing the point F0. 
3. CONNECTION WITH MOVING BOUNDARY PROBLEMS 
The theory of flows of a Newtonian fluid with time-dependent free boundary in a ttele-Shaw 
cell, or homogeneous porous medium, [1,4,5] is one of the most recent and most remarkable 
applications of the inverse moment problem. In the simplest form, a flow of this kind can be 
described as follows. 
At a time t the fluid occupies a ball-like domain D(t) varying in time. Evolution of the 
fluid domain is caused by injection of fluid through m point sources r*l,--. ,Fra, with rates 
ql(t),... ,qm(t) > 0. Mathematically, this means the following: 
(1) At each time t, one defines the function (D(t, ~ in D(t) (the fluid velocity potential), 
vanishing on OD(t) and satisfying the Poisson equation in D(t): 
77l 
j=l 
¢ 0D(0 = 0, (2a) 
A being the Laplace's operator, and 6(e") being the Dirac df-function. 
(2) One defines the boundary motion by giving its instant velocity at each time t: 
v(r-') = grad¢(t,r-'), Fe  OD(t). (2b) 
The problem is: To find the domain evolution, given the initial fluid domain D(O), points 
and rates qj(t) > O, on some time interval [0,t]. 
It is known that the solution of this problem exists and is unique on some time interval for an 
arbitrary analytic initial boundary. Applying the maximum principle to the function ~, we deduce 
that (I) < 0 in D(t), hence, grad (I) is directed outside the domain on OD(t). This immediately 
implies the monotonicity property: 
D(q) C D(t2), if tl < t2. 
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The following principal theorem sets up the connection between boundary motion and the 
inverse potential problem. 
THEOREM 3. (S. RICHARDSON [1,4]). Let u(~ be a harmonic function in lid. Then, 
d udF= qju(~). (3) 
dt (t) j=x 
PROOF. Direct differentiation, then application of (2a), the Green's formula nd the harmonicity 
of u yields 
d/D(oUd?= O& fo ( Off Ou) f u ~ ds = u - ~ ds 
"~ JOD(O On D(t) ~n ~n 
fB  
= /D (uA~-@Au)df ' -  Eqyu(~)"  
(t) y=l 
Therefore, all moments of D(t) are known: 
/o /o ud + (t) (0) j=l  (4) 
and the boundary evolution problem reduces to the problem of reconstruction f a domain from 
its moments, i.e., to the problem of Section 1. 
Application of Theorem 2 to the boundary evolution problem enables us to prove the following 
remarkable "commutativity property." m 
THEOREM 4. Let Ds(t) be the solution of the boundary evolution problem on a time interval 
[0,7] for the initial domain D and m injection points F1,...,f',n, with rates of injection 
ql(s,t),... ,qm(s,t) > O, and s being a real parameter. If qj(s,t) depend on s smoothly and 
f [  qj(s,t)dt = Qj are independent ofs, then D,(T) is independent ors. 
Indeed, to prove this theorem, it is enough to observe that the domain D,(T) depends on s 
smoothly, and its moments, by (4), are independent on s, and then apply Theorem 2. 
Roughly speaking, this theorem states that the result D(T) of injection into a fixed initial 
domain D(0) depends only on the total amounts of fluid injected by each source ~,  but not on 
the dynamics of their work. In particular, the transformations of the fluid domain caused by 
action of each source commute with each other. 
4. NON-UNIQUENESS OF THE SOLUTION 
OF THE INVERSE MOMENT PROBLEM 
The solution of the inverse moment problem is not always unique. The first example of two 
ball-like domains in liz having the same moments was published by Sakai [6] in 1978. An example 
in the class of polygons was constructed by Gabrielov (see [7]) a few years later. Examples of 
sets of ball-like domains in it d of any cardinality with the same homogeneous potential are given 
in [3]. I present here a construction which leads to a very wide class of examples of non-uniqueness 
based on the application of Richardson's theorem. With its help it is possible to find examples 
with any number of domains and in spaces of any dimension. 
(A) Two Plane Domains with Equal Moments 
Let D1, D2 be any two plane ball-like domains with intersecting boundaries (Figure 1), and 
let P be a point in D1 f'l D~. Let b l ,  1)2 be the domains obtained by injection of the fluid at 
point P, with rate q for a time T, into D1 and D2, respectively. Consider the annular domains 
/91 \ DI = K1 and /)2 \ D2 = K2. By Richardson's theorem, for any harmonic function in li~, 
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we have 
K, "de  = "de  = t . (P ) ,  (5) 
r 
q 
i.e., the moments of K1 and Ks coincide. The intersection of K1 and Ks contains a curvilinear 
parallelogram Q (Figure 1). Excluding this parallelogram from K1 and Ks, we obtain ball-like 
domains E1 = K1 \ Q, Es = Ks \ Q with equal moments. 
/ P 
Figure 1. 
7--" 
Figure 2. 
(B) N Plane Domains with Equal Moments 
Consider the domains D1 and Ds introduced above and add a new ball-like domain Ds con- 
taining the point P, such that ~D3 intersects two neighboring sides of the parallelogram Q and 
aDs intersects the other two sides of Q (D3 is obtained from/93 by injection of fluid at P for 
time t, with rate q). Take the annular domain Ks = D3 \/}3. Its moments are the same as those 
of K1 and Ks. One of the connected components of the intersection K1 f]/{2 CI/{3 is a hexagon 
Q(O (Figure 2); excluding it from Kj, we obtain three ball-like domains Ej -- Kj \ Q(O with 
equal moments. 
This process can be continued as long as desired. Let us add, at the N-th step, a ball- 
like domain DN containing P, and such that 0Dlv intersects those neighboring sides of the 
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2(N - l)-gon Q0v-3) (obtained at the previous tep), which are subsets of OKN-2 and aKN-I,  
and ab/v intersects the opposite pair of neighboring sides. The annular domain KN -- DN \ DN 
will then have the same moments as K I , . . . ,  K/v-l, and the intersection NN=I Kj will contain the 
2N-gon Q(N-2) = Q(N-s) N KN. Excluding this polygon from K1,. . . ,  KN, we obtain N ball-like 
domains with the same moments. 
REMARK. Continuing this process infinitely, we can get an infinite set of baH-like domains with 
the same moments. 
(C.) Domains with Equal Moments in d > 2 Dimensions 
Let B be a ball in R d-2 centered at the origin. Choose domains D1,... ,  DN in R 2 as described 
above and consider the cylindric domains, Dj × B in R d and, close to them, domains D~, with 
a smooth boundary. Application to D~,...,D~v of the procedure of Section B gives a set of 
shell-like domains K I , . . . ,  KN with equal moments, such that K1 N -.. N KN has a connected 
component, in which a neighborhood of a point A x 0 (A E Q(N-2), 0 E B) is diffeomorphic to 
Q × U, where Q is a curvilinear polygon with 2N vertices and U is a neighborhood of 0 in B. Let 
us exclude Q x U from K I , . . . ,  KN. We get ball-like domains E l , . . . ,  EN with equal moments. 
An infinite set of ball-like domains is constructed analogously (see Remark in Section (B)). 
REMARK. The constructed N domains with equal moments have non-smooth boundaries. This 
small defect can be corrected. Consider for simplicity the two-dimensional ease. Let R1,.. . ,  R2N 
be the vertices of the polygon Q(N-2). They, and only they, are singular points of OEj for 
all j .  Consider the domains Ej, obtained from Ej by injection into Ej through 2N sources at 
R1,.. . ,  R2N with rate q, for time t, t being sufficiently small. Then ~ are ball-like, have equal 
moments, and one can prove that their boundaries are not only smooth, but also analytic. 
5. INVERSE MOMENT PROBLEM FOR A LINEAR ELLIPTIC EQUATION 
Let L be an elliptic differential operator of the form 
d 0 (k(r  ~) 0 f(r-'~'~ 
= ~'= (zl, . . . ,Xd), (8) 
j---1 
where k(~,p(~ are positive functions in R d. 
One can associate to operator L the generalized inverse moment problem: 
Recover a ball-like domain D from the values of integrals over D of all possible solutions of the 
equation Lu = 0 in R d. 
If k(~ = 1, p(~ = 1, then L = A (Laplace's operator), and we have the inverse problem 
considered in Section 1. 
RE~ARKS. 
(1) It is easy to show that the inverse problem of an electric potential for a non-homogeneous 
space with dielectric permeability k(r-') and a non-uniform distribution of charge with 
density p(r-') reduces to the generalized inverse moment problem, analogously to Section 1. 
(2) Theorem 2 remains true, if we replace in its formulation the words "harmonic function" 
by "function satisfying equation Lu = 0." 
6. FLOWS WITH MOVING BOUNDARY 
IN A NON-HOMOGENEOUS POROUS MEDIUM AND NON-UNIQUENESS 
OF THE SOLUTION OF THE GENERALIZED INVERSE MOMENT PROBLEM 
In Section 3, we considered the connection between flows with moving boundary in a ho- 
mogeneous porous medium and the inverse moment problem. It turns out that the analogous 
connection exists between flows with moving boundary in a non-homogeneous porous medium 
and the problem of Section 5. 
Flows with a moving boundary in a non-homogeneous porous medium are described as follows. 
At a time t, the fluid occupies adomain D(t) in R d (in practice, d = 2, 3), varying in time under the 
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injection of fluid into it through point sources at points ~'1,..., ~'ra, of rates ql(t),..., qm(t) > O. 
One defines the function p(t, ~ in D(t)--the fluid pressure, equal to zero on the boundary 8D(t) 
and satisfying the non-homogeneous linear elliptic equation inside D(t): 
V Vp =Eq jp(6)6(F -6 ) ,  =0, V= ~x "'"OZd ' 
j= l  
where k(r-') is a positive function (medium permeability), p is a positive constant (fluid viscosity) 
and p(~ is also a positive function (medium porosity). The motion of the boundary is defined 
by giving its instant velocity at each time t: 
= k(O 
pp(r-') Vp, ~6 0D(t). (7b) 
It is necessary to find the evolution of D(t); its initial shape D(0), points ~j and rates qj(t) are 
given. 
Since solutions of (7a) satisfy the maximum principle, we consider, for the moving boundary 
problem, the monotonicity property that holds (see Section 3): D(tl) C D(t~) that tl < t2. 
Richardson's theorem also has an analogue: 
THEOREM 5. Let u(~ be an arbitrary function in R a satisfying the equation Lu = O, where 
Lv = V(k Vp). Then, 
d/D r. ud = qju( ). (8) 
(') i=1 
PROOF. We follow the proof of Theorem 3. Differentiating the integral over a varying domain, 
we have 
d 
"~ fD(t) ud~= fOD(oUvnda= fOD(ou'(-~VP)nda' 
Wn meaning the normal component to the boundary of a vector l& r. Since p = 0 on the boundary, 
this expression can be rewritten in the form 
k _k  V u 
which, by Green's formula, reduces to 
/O(0 div (u (~p Vp) -  kp  (Vp) )  dr'= fD(O (pV  (kvp) -Pv  (kV~))dF .  
After the application of (7a) and Lu = 0, this simplifies to 
fo... 
which obviously coincides with the right hand side of (8). II 
REMARK. It is easy to show that Theorem 4 about "commutativity of sources" is true for flows 
in non-homogeneous media. 
Now we can repeat, with quite obvious changes, all the procedures ofSection 4 and obtain any 
number (including infinite) of ball-like domains with equal generalized moments in the space of 
any dimension. 
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